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About This Game

Something is scaring your small town to death! Now the mayor has been found dead, and there are strange claw and teeth marks
all over his body. The only good news? One of the best detectives in the country has agreed to take the case. Help the

investigation by searching for clues and interrogating suspects. Learn the incredible truth about an immortality elixir and an
eerie secret league in this head-spinning tale of beasts and betrayal!

You can play "The League of Immortality" as a "hidden object" game, or as a classic adventure game devoid of any "hidden
object" episodes. Choose the best way to enjoy your grand adventure!
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One of the best, well put together, Early Access games I have played in 10 years. Fantastic artwork, communication, controls,
audio, you name it... clearly these are professional developers with a care for their reputation and customers!

Solid buy without a doubt. I have enjoyed this title as we continue to watch it grow.

Fully playable, and VERY well tested. Slug Disco can ROCK ALL NIGHT LONG and then some!
Keep up the stellar work Slug Disco!. compared to the first deus ex everything was dumbed down to appease the console crowd.
But the ragdolls are hilarious.. Fun little space game with waifus and an in depth ship upgrade process. Price for content and
time spent seems decent.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/644HRpRJOzQ. "A sniper rifle for all occasions." ~ Good lie. You tricked me.

This DLC isn't a sniper rifle it's an assault rifle. Would love my money back for a gun I don't use because of your faulse
advertising.. If you take a bucket of horse sh*t, remove the bucket, then you have trackmania turbo. No wonder there's no
player community. People who like this game must be either suicidal or utter and complete of every social aspect of life
depraved morons. Input is a horrific nightmare. With keys it's undrivable, with a controller it's the same. Don't try to adjust the
sensitivity of the controller, go play minesweeper instead. In any number of turns looking at the controller sends your car
sideways while two turns up the track pushing the stick all the way to the desired direction is to no avail. If you want trackmania
fun, go upload nations. It's free and a hell of a lot more fun. People who reach the black tracks deserve the Nobel prize for
patience or are keeping the pharmaceutical branch of tranquilizers in business.. If you love drifting and the AE86 you will enjoy
this game. Hopefully this game is improved over time by the devs such as new tracks, multiplayer etc.. Destination ares is a
short, Yet difficult and fun, Resource management based game about leading a ship to your destination planet, "Ares."

While it is, As said previously, Short, This does not by any means detract any sort of positive experiences from the game.

Pros:
Easily "Launched, Played, Left, Repeated"
Interesting concept
Art style is simplistic yet functional

Cons:
Easily forgotten- You could play this game for a hour and forget about it for another two months before repeating the process.
It's a short game. This could be a positive, But overall i would consider this a negative due to its forgettability.

I would reccomend this to a friend as of current, If only to be bought on sale, Though i feel i would be more comfortable with
its current price once it is more delevoped in the future.. Lots of fun if you enjoy old school games. Only complaint is that I
wish it was longer.. The game is interesting as a mystery adventure. playability takes getting used to on a PC. As the game
progresses, upgrades are readily available (at in game money purchase) at the dock. I upgraded to the laser diode to help see
better, and all it seemed to do was blind me. But I think I'm hooked because I want to see what happens next. So I will continue
to see if it entertains or disappoints. I've been playing video games since pong. #oldmanfeedback.
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I voted for it in MakeWarNotLove. The units in the pack are only given to some nations
Somali units are only used by mogadishu (not by any of the other somali states), swahili units only by kilwa (not by any of the
other 3 swahili states), algerian only by algiers (not tlemcen) etc
I advise anyone to skip this unit pack until those issues have been adressed. On the surface, the game looks and sounds (kind of)
bad. The music is forgettable, the graphics are all over the place. Visually the levels are alright, but the assets are very low
resolution and the pause menu UI doesn't fit with the game at all. The game is definitely not perfect.

...BUT to me the gameplay, especially the level design, is exceptional. I love how even though you don't gain abilities like you
would in other games, you gradually discover new way to exploit the physics by playing. New shortcuts then appear in places
you thought were untraversable. I also really like the branching levels wich force you to rediscover previous levels and give you
alternative paths if another level feels too difficult.

Compared to the first Umihara Kawase, I think this one is an improvement in every way. The unfair enemy spawns is toned
down(thank god!) and you are given more tries to complete the game. The difficulty curve is still brutal, and I'm not sure I'll
ever finish every levels, but it feels a lot more fair. I also think the new 3d look is better imo

Very good game !. Great little puzzle game. Very engaging, gives you that "just one more level" feeling, without being too
impossible, although some levels are tough.. There was no dragon 1/10. nice game. Well-written. Has some nice references a
rock fan will appreciate. I was playing as Pink Floyd type band, but I believe, you can have a punk, grunge and metal band.
There are some plot lines going nowhere and GUI is not getting better from game to game, but I still like Choice of ... series
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